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Introduction
The Kaboodle Announce Web Part is a built for the SharePoint Modern UX using the SharePoint
Framework (SPFx) development technology. It has been designed to provide an enhanced user
interface to standard SharePoint news and event items by providing the following new or improved
capabilities:
⎯ Content is driven by views defined on the source Site Pages library or Events list, rather than
by complex configuration settings in the web part itself. This means that changes occur in
real time as opposed to having to wait for the search indexer to update.
⎯ News and Event items can be created and managed in one site and surfaced in the same site
or any another site in the same tenancy.
⎯ Items can optionally be displayed in tabs or expanding panels based on the grouped-by
settings specified in the view used by the web part.
⎯ News and Event items can be shown with the following:
▪ The custom header image, set in the news or event item.
▪ A date tile showing the date (or date and time) for an event or when a news item was
created or last modified.
▪ A title tile which simply shows the item title.
▪ A category tile which can display different tile icons, based on values assigned to the
item’s Category column.
⎯ Reactive layouts where the size and layout of the information presented, dynamically adapts
according to the amount of column space available to the web part.
⎯ The ability to select a compact view when lots of data items need to be shown and where
screen real estate is limited.
⎯ The ability to show a green ‘new’ icon next to items that have recently been created (within
the last 48 hours).
⎯ Where content is grouped by expanding panels these panels can be set to be shown either
expanded or collapsed or you can opt to automatically show panels as expanded when they
contain new items.
⎯ Expanding panels and tabs can be configured to show how many items they each contain and
if they contain any new item.
⎯ Icons can be pinned using a simple Yes/No column defined in the source list/library. Pinned
items can then be used to prioritise view sort orders and can optionally be shown with a pin
icon in the web part UI.
⎯ Tiles can be colour coded according to their category values. You can associate any category
value with any colour of your choosing.
⎯ Items can be outlined in a colour that will highlight them in the web part UI. Highlight colour
coding is driven by an additional ‘Highlight’ column that can be defined on the source
list/library.
⎯ When users click on items, the web part can be configured so that the item opens:
▪ In the current browser window
▪ In a new browser tab or window
▪ In a dialog box
⎯ The web part can be configured with a custom “More” hyperlink. Not only can the text,
tooltip and target (current page or new tab) be specified but a custom URL can be set so that
the web part can link to any other page or resource.
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Download and Installation
You can download the solution package file, named kaboodle-annouce.sppkg from here.
From your App Catalog site, click on the Apps for SharePoint link and upload or drag and drop the
solution package file into the Catalog.
Once the package has completed uploading, the Do you trust… dialog will pop up. Click the Deploy
button to make the solution available in the tenancy.

Click on the edit button to edit the properties of the solution package.

Set the following values for the below listed properties:
⎯ Short Description: Enhanced capabilities for viewing SharePoint news and events
⎯ Description: View news and event items in groups or tabs with custom icons and colour coding
and allow them to be opened in a pop-up dialog.
⎯ Icon URL: https://kaboodlesoftware.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/announce.png
⎯ Publisher Name: Kaboodle Software
⎯ Support URL: https://kaboodlesoftware.com/products/framework-solutions-for-sharepointmodern/kaboodle-announce/
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Setting up a Test Site
If you are just trialling the package, we recommend that you create a new test site in SharePoint and
create a random set of test news items and events for demonstration purposes. All Modern
SharePoint sites come with a single web page library called Site Pages and this is where news articles
are stored.

Ensuring an Events List
If you use a Communication Portal template to create the site, an Events list will have been provisioned
automatically but if a Team Site template is used you will need to add a new Events list. This can be
done in 2 ways. You can either simply add a standard Events web part to a site page or you can add a
new calendar app manually.
When you add an Event web part to a site page, SharePoint first looks to see if an Events list exists and
if not, one is created automatically behind the scenes.
Alternatively, you can add a calendar app manually and call it Events as shown in the screenshot
below.
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It is essential that the calendar app is called Events and the text case is important because both the
standard Events web part and Announce both look for a list with this exact title.
Just adding a standard Events web part to the homepage of the site is probably the easiest and safest
method of ensuring that the site has an Events list.
The screenshot below shows a standard team site but with the homepage tidied up so that it shows
just a standard News and a standard Events web part.

Additional Columns
It should be stressed that Kaboodle Announce will work perfectly well with a standard events list or
the site pages library as them come, but adding some additional columns makes it possible to leverage
some advanced features of Kaboodle Announce.
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Pinned Column
You can add a simple Yes/No column to the list/library to indicate whether an item is pinned or not.
The idea here is that the items where the pinned value is set to Yes will be in given a higher sort priority
in views, such that pinned items can be made to always appear first in the list.
If you initially name this column ‘Pinned’ (case sensitive) then it will be created with an internal name
that can be picked up by an Announce web part configured to show a Pin icon next to pinned items as
shown below:

You can later change the column title to anything else if need be.
We recommend setting the default value for the column to No, so that items will not appear pinned
by default and a conscious decision will need to be taken by users to flag an item as pinned.
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Highlight Column
You can add a ‘Highlight’ to the list or library. As with the ‘Pinned’ column, this column must be
carefully named initially as ‘Highlight’ but it too can later be renamed to anything else after it has been
created.
The ‘Highlight’ column should return a text value that may be evaluated as a HTML colour. This can
be a named colours, hex or RGB value. The idea is that the value assigned to the ‘Highlight’ column
will be used to provide a highlight border that outlines the item in the Announce web part UI.

The above screenshot shows one item that is not highlighted, one that is highlighted in red and
another in blue.
This was achieved by creating a simple choice column using the settings shown below.
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Note that the default value ‘None’ cannot be interpreted as a colour and so no items assigned this
default value will be highlighted. The other options can all be evaluated as valid HTML colours and so
will result in an appropriately coloured highlight border being placed around the item.
You could of course create this column as a Site Column and use the same values in both the Site Pages
library and the Events list.
As an alternative to a choice column you might want to use a Calculated column driven by some other
column on the list. Consider, the following choice column that has been added to the list.
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And then the Highlight column is defined as a calculated column driven by this ‘Flag as’ status column
using the formula:
=IF([Flag as] = "Urgent", "Red", IF([Flag as] = "Important" ,"Orange" , "None"))
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Make sure that the value is returned as single line of text.

Department Column
There are of course potentially dozens of ways in which you might want to tag news and event items
so as to be able to construct filtered, sorted and grouped-by views, but in the scenario we are using
for this walk through, news and events targeted at the entire organisation (as opposed to within say
a specific department) and are subject to some organisational governance and as such are hosted
within the same site (you might call it a News and Events Hub) and are using a single Site Pages library
and Events list.
The information may still originate from different departments of course and so we might want to find
a way to filter and group these items by that department. To do that we might set up another choice
field with the following example choice options:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

KKiT Wide
Human Resources
Information Technology
Senior Management
Marketing
Sales
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Category Column
Event lists come with a Category choice field that defines the following options:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Meeting
Work hours
Business
Holiday
Get-together
Gifts
Birthday
Anniversary

Of course, these are just the starter set and may or may not be relevant for your business context. For
this demonstration scenario I have chosen to extend this with the following additional options
⎯ Conference
⎯ Customer Engagement
The Site Pages library does not have a Category column by default but we can easily create one. In
this scenario we are going to use the Category column to tag news items to be related to one of the
following functions of the business:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Staff Announcement
HR Notice
IT Message
Sales
News Flash
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These category options my be considered as news channels and although the column must initially be
created with the name ‘Category’, it can easily be renamed to something else like Channel afterward.
This is because Announce works by looking for the internal name of the column and this is set when
the column is first created. For this reason, great care must be taken to ensure that the correct spelling
and text case is used.

Expiry and Release Date Columns
You don’t want news and event items to be shown when they are stale and because Announce is
driven by standard SharePoint views it is likely that for news items you will want to set up an expiry
date, after which the item is no longer considered relevant and should not be shown.
In a similar fashion, you might consider adding a release date column. This can be used by the view in
combination with the expiry date so that items are only shown when the current date is between
these 2 values.
With a standard Event list, we probably don’t need these additional columns as the Event Content
Type has a Start Time and an End Time, both of which are required columns. We can use the End Time
of an event as the filter to determine when an item is no longer relevant.

Active Column
In addition, for news items, you might want add a simple Yes/No flag to indicate whether an item
should be shown. The view would be configured to only show items where Active is Yes.
As normal site pages are mixed in with news posts in the Site Pages library (a poor design choice in
our view) we will need a way to distinguish between those pages which are actually news items and
should be shown in the view that will ultimately be used to surface content in an Announce Web Part.
Providing this Active flag is as good a way as any.
However, consideration should be given to deciding whether the default value should be set to Yes or
No. In our view, if you are setting up a site as a news hub centre then you will not be creating many
new standard Site Pages but will be creating many new news pages and as such it probably makes
sense to set the default value of Active to Yes.
We probably don’t need an Active column for Events as we can simply configure the primary driving
view not to show any events which have finished i.e. their End Time is in the past.

Create Some Test Items
To test that everything is working and to demonstrate key features of Kaboodle Announce you will
need to create a sample set of news and event items. We recommend creating at least 10 items for
both news and events and assigning them to different categories, channels and departments (as used
in this demonstration scenario).
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Creating News Items
Probably the easiest way to create a new news post is from the home page menu item.

You can choose to use one of the new News article templates or start from a blank template. In the
screenshot below we have chosen the new Visual template.

You can edit the page properties by clicking the Page details menu button (highlighted above) and
then from the property pane you can assign the appropriate tags and column values.
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If you intend that the news item should show a custom image on an item tile in the Announce Web
Part then you can click the Change thumbnail button and use the standard SharePoint UI to search,
select and/or upload a suitable thumbnail image. In most cases, if you don’t set a thumbnail but do
set a page header graphic then the page header graphic will be used as the thumbnail.
The first 255 characters of the first Text Web Part on the page will be used to set the default
description of the page but this can be set to any meaningful text. This is the text that will be displayed
in the item body of the new item when rendered in an Announce Web Part.
The rest of the column values should be set in accordance with the context each news item.
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Creating Events
Creating events is somewhat similar to creating news pages. Probably the easiest way is to click the
Add event menu button in the standard Modern Event Web Part.

It is then possible to add a header image and enter event details in the page as shown below.

Unfortunately, with the Modern take on events, there is not an easy way edit the additional columns
that we may have chosen to add to this list.
As the backend to event is a classic calendar list which has yet to be modernised, we have to edit the
properties in classic mode in order to set the Department, Highlight and Pinned column values.
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The alternative is to simply create all event items in Classic mode which will enable all properties to
be set at the same time. However, Classic mode does not provide a way to set an event header image.
We appreciate that this potential need for double-handling is not ideal but as this is the standard
solution (at the time of writing) we are in the hands of Microsoft to provide us with something better.

Creating Views
Having added a few representative news and event items, the final step in the list and library
configuration is to create views that can be consumed by an Announce Web Part.
Note that the set of columns returned by the view is unimportant as the web part will be able to
extract what data it requires, providing that the column data exists and any custom columns have
been created and named correctly.
However, the following view settings are important, as they control what is shown in the web part
and how it is rendered:
⎯ Sort: Items will be shown in the specified sort order
⎯ Filter: Only items that pass the specified filter criteria will be shown
⎯ Group By: The group-by settings of the view are used to control tabs and expandable panels.
Note that in the current version of Announce, grouping only takes place at a single level.
⎯ Folder: If folders are used, the view settings to show items with or without folders will apply
to what is shown in the web part. Announce does not render folders in the UI, even though
the source view might do so.
⎯ Item Limit: The current version of Announce does not support paging in batches but it will
honour any total item limit that might be set in the view.
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You are of course at liberty to create and configure any views as you deem appropriate but for the
purposes of this walkthrough an example view for news and events are described in the following subsections.

The Active by Channel View on the Site Pages Library
The screenshot below shows the key settings for a view called Active by Channel on the Site Pages
library:

This view returns only items flagged as Active, when the current date is between the Release and
Expires date values and in groups based on the Channel using a sort order which first shows Pinned
items and then orders them by descending date of creation.
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The All Future Events View on the Events List
The view settings for the All Future Events view are shown below:

This view returns future events, grouped by Department and ordered by Pinned and then the event
Start Time value in ascending order so the nearest events will be shown first.

Adding the Announce App to a Site
In order to use a Kaboodle Announce Web Part, the Announce App must first be added to the site. To
do that, click the Add an app link in the site actions menu.
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In the Apps you can add section click on the Kaboodle Announce application tile to trigger the
installation process.

A few seconds later the SharePoint UI will report that the new app has been installed – the screenshot
below shows the site contents page in Classic mode but the app will also be reported as installed in
the Modern UI.
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Adding an Announce Web Part to a Page
Now that the Announce App has been installed you can add an instance of the Announce Web Part to
a Modern site page. To do that, switch to page edit mode, select a column within a section of the
page and click the Add part link to bring up the web part dialog. Then simply search for Announce or
pick the Announce web part which can be found in the Communication and collaboration group in
the dialog.

Click on the web part icon to add a web part instance to the page.
Initially, the web part will report that it needs to be configured as shown below:

Click on the web part edit properties icon (highlighted above) to access the property pane for the web
part so that it can be configured.
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Web Part Configuration
The property pane of the web part consists of 2 pages:
⎯ Web Part Settings Page
⎯ Web Part Help and Version Page

The Web Part Settings Page
The Web Part settings page of the property pane consists of 6 expandable section as shown below:

The sub-sections which follow, explain how the controls within each section can be used to configure
how the web part operates and behaves.
Although the sections are presented alphabetically, it makes sense to start with the Content Source
Section as this is the only section that requires configuration before any results can be seen on the
page. The rest of the sections will then be described in turn.

Content Source
The Content Source section contains controls that allow you to connect the web part to a site, list and
view.
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Web Site
The web site textbox is used to specify the URL of the site to be used as the source of news or events.
By default, the control is blank which will result in the web part accessing content in the local web site
i.e. the site in which the web part has been installed.
However, it is entirely possible to link the web part to any other web site within the same tenancy. To
access a remote site simple type or paste the site URL into the text box. The web site will evaluate the
text that you provide and if the URL is invalid, this will be reported in the UI as shown below:
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URL evaluation is on a 3 second delay so that if you are typing in the URL, the UI will not continually
report an invalid URL message.
When a valid remote URL has been specified the validation error message will disappear.

If linking to a remote site, it is important to remember that Announce fully honours the security
settings applied to the source data and so the audience will require at least read-level permissions on
the items at the site in order for items to be shown to them in the web part.
If required, you can use this feature to provide targeted content. You might set up custom permissions
on folders in the Site Pages library, dedicated to managing organisation news, such that certain users
are denied or granted access to items in specific folders.
To reset the web part to use resources in the local web site, simply clear the text box.
News or Events
This version of Announce has been designed to connect with either the Site Pages library (where new
items are stored) or an Events list on the site and you use the Content Source Picker control to decide
which.

Every Modern SharePoint site comes with a Site Pages library and it is not possible to delete this library
or add an additional library to host site pages and news articles.
However, as explained earlier, a site may not have an Events list. If the local site, or a remote site you
are connecting to, does not have an Events list then the web part will report this in the main web part
canvas.
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View
The View Picker control is used to select the view that is to be the source of items to be displayed in
the web part.

All public views define in the specified list or library will be listed in the drop down and you simply
select the appropriate view to show.
Assuming that you have connected to a suitable content source (site/list/view) then that is all that is
required to display items in the web part.
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Appearance
The Appearance section contains controls that govern the overall appearance of the web part.
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Title and Chrome

The title textbox is used to set the title text of the web part. By default, the title is ‘News and Events’
but in most cases, this should be changed to something more appropriate.
Simply type in the text and 3 seconds after you have finished typing the web part will refresh showing
the new title.

The Chrome Type picker is a throwback to Classic web parts and allows you to select how and if the
web part title and border is rendered.
We do appreciate that most Modern web parts don’t give you the option to set the chrome anymore,
you can only usually set the title, but sometimes the web part just looks better with a border and so
we gave you back the option, so you can decide.
When an chrome option with a border is selected, the border will be shown in the lighter-theme colour
of the selected style and branding theme for the site.
When a border is shown it surrounds the inner content of the web part and sits below any web part
title or channel tabs which may be shown.
The screenshot below shows the web part configured with a Title and border chrome type.
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Layout

The Layout Picker control allows to pick from 2 layout modes:
⎯ List: This is the default layout and is dynamic in that the size and layout of items will adapt in
a reactive way according to the width of the column in which the web part has been added.
⎯ Compact: This will show list items in a more compact format and is useful when there is
limited screen real estate available or when there are many items to display.
The screenshot below shows the web part configured in compact mode.
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The key differences are that when using a compact layout:
⎯ Graphics and Tiles are always displayed with a fixed height of 64px
⎯ The item description is always displayed in as a single line of text which get hidden/truncated
if it extends beyond the width of the web part, instead of wrapping like it might do with the
List layout.
The Maximum items before scrolling slider control allow you to specify how many items should be
displayed before item scrolling occurs. By default, the web part will show 5 items before scrolling
kicks in but you can change this to a value between 1 and 20. In the screenshot below, the maximum
number of items before scrolling has been set to 3 and the web part uses a view that is not grouped,
so all items will appear in a single list.

It can be seen that the web part will start to scroll if more than 3 items need to be shown.
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Normally the height of the web part will adapt according to how many items are to be displayed and
scrolling only kicks in when the web part would need to use more height than specified by the
maximum item count before scrolling value. However, sometimes you might want to set the height.
When the Set web part should have a fixed height, checkbox is checked the web part will have a fixed
height based on the number of items specified in the slider control. This is particularly useful if you
want to use vertical tabs and you need the tabs to have a reasonable amount of height so that the tab
text can be read by users. An example configuration, using vertical tabs and a fixed height, is shown
in the screenshot below:

This is also one of those occasions when having a web part border makes sense.
No Items
The No Items checkbox controls allow you decide what should happen if the view used by the web
part returns no items.

When checked, the web part will not rendered any output at all, if the view returns no items.
Alternatively, you can display a friendly message to users to let them know that there is nothing
currently to view. You set that message in the No Items Textbox control.
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Formatting
The Formatting section contains controls which govern how the web part behaves and how it is
formatted on the page.

Behaviour
You can use the Set a mouse-over color for items textbox to set the colour of items when the user’s
mouse moves over it. Any HTML named colour, valid RGB or Hex colour value can be used. When you
type in a colour value in the text box the web part will try and interpret it as a colour. If the value
cannot be evaluated as a colour then a validation error message is shown as can be seen in the
screenshot below:

No validation error message will be shown when a valid colour value is provided or the textbox is
cleared.
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By default, the mouse-over colour is ‘WhiteSmoke’ but if you are (for some peculiar reason) using a
dark theme for your site then you will want to choose a darker mouse-over colour.
The screenshot below shows the site using a dark yellow theme with a mouse-over colour set to
Chocolate.

When the Dynamic resizing checkbox is checked, the contents of the web part will automatically resize
whenever the size of the browser window changes. In most cases you will want to leave this with the
default setting as being enabled but this may occasionally cause issues with some browsers, especially
in page edit mode where web part output may get rendered twice.

Item Graphics
There are a number of controls that set how item graphics should be shown.

The graphic shape picker allows you to select between a square or rectangle shape for item graphics.
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The screenshot below shows a web part configured to use square graphics.

The Graphic Mode picker allows you to select from the following options:
⎯ Title Tile: Items will be displayed with a tile that displays the item’s title or a truncated version
of it if the title is too long.
⎯ Date Tile: Items will be displayed with a tile that shows the item’s key date value or values.
For news items this can be set as the Modified or the Created date and time. For events, the
start and end date of the event will be used.
⎯ Category Tile: Items will be displayed with an icon that is associated with the category value
assigned to the item.
⎯ Image or Title Tile: If the item has a custom header image then that will be used as the
graphic, if not then a title tile will be used.
⎯ Image or Date Tile: If the item has a custom header image then that will be used as the
graphic, if not then a date tile will be used.
⎯ Image or Category Tile: If the item has a custom header image then that will be used as the
graphic, if not then a category tile will be used.
The screenshot below shows the items configured to show title tiles.
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The Graphic Color picker control is used to select theme colour for use with the tiles. The screenshot
below shows a web part configured for events to show date tiles using the Theme Lighter Alt colour.

When the graphic mode is set to Category Tile then an icon, mapped to the category value assigned
to the item may be shown. You can also choose to set the graphic colour to a Category Code value in
which case the tiles will be rendered using colour associated with the category.
In the screenshot below, 2 items are shown with a category tile.
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The first has been allocated to the Birthday category and this is associated with the BirthdayCake icon
in the Office Fabric CDN. The second item is associated with the Customer Engagement Category
which was a new choice option that we added to the example event list earlier.
As the Customer Engagement category is a custom value for which we have yet to define an icon or a
colour, the tile is shown with a generic calendar icon in a grey colour.
Category Based Formatting
The Category Formatting textbox is used to store a fragment of JSON that allows categories to be
mapped to icons and colours.
We strongly recommend that you do not edit this formatting JSON in the textbox directly but instead
use a suitable web design tool or code editor such as Visual Studio Code. The screenshot below shows
the default category formatting JSON in VS Code.

By examining this JSON, it can be seen that the structure is very simple. Each category value is a
reference to an object which specifies:
⎯ BackgroundColor: The background colour to be used for the tile.
⎯ Color: The font colour to be used for the icon.
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⎯ Icon: The name of the icon to be shown in the tile.
Any named colour, RGB or Hex colour value can be used for the Background and Colour attributes. If
you are using a light theme for you site then we recommend using darker colours for your categories
and a consistent white font but the choice is completely up to you of course.
The set of possible icon names can be found by search the set if icons in the Office Fabric CDN at the
site https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/fabric#/styles/icons. There are some 600 icons to choose
from. Just hover over the icon to reveal its name, as highlighted below.

To take account of the 2 new categories we have defined for the Event list we have added a couple
more entries into the JSON as highlighted below:

This new JSON can then simply be pasted in to replace the current text in the formatting code text
box. The content of the text box is validated and if something is not in the correct format this will be
indicated in the web part as shown below:
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When the JSON can be correctly parsed the validation error text will disappear. The results of updating
the formatting JSON can now be seen in the web part as shown below:
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It should be noted that if the item is not assigned to a category that or is assigned to a category that
is not included in the JSON format text then it will use whatever settings are provided in the ‘Other’
category.
Finally, the web part provides a link to a blog post which explains how category based conditional
formatting works, in case users don’t have a copy of this document to hand.

Grouping

Controls in the Grouping section govern how items can be presented in groups in the UI. The following
key points should be noted:
⎯ Grouping only applies to views that have been configured with a Group-by element
⎯ Although views can be implemented with 2 levels of grouping, only the first level of grouping
is used by the Announce Web Part.
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Group Settings
The Group-by display mode control can be set to one of the following values:
⎯ Tabs: Groups will be shown in tabs.
⎯ Panels: Groups will be shown in collapsible/expandable panels
⎯ None: Items will not be grouped, even if the view uses a group-by element.
When the Show new icon for groups checkbox is selected a circle-dot icon will be displayed in the tab
or panel header. An item is considered new if it has been created within the past 48 hours.
When tabs are used, a single icon is shown but when panels are used a separate icon is displayed for
every new item in the group, as shown in the screenshot below.

When the Show item count values checkbox is checked, the total number of items within each group
will be displayed, in brackets, as a suffix to the tab or panel header text.
Tabs
When the group-by display mode is set to tabs, several controls are made available to configure where
and how the tabs should be presented.
The tab position picker control allows to display the tabs at the top, bottom, left or right of the web
part. If you want to position tabs on the left you can additionally choose where the tab text is
displayed inward or outward facing. In the screenshot below, the tabs are configured left and inward
facing.
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You can change the style of the tabs by selecting an option from the tab style picker control, which
can be set to one of the following values:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Square: This is the default setting, where tabs are displayed with a square edge.
Rounded: The tabs are shown with rounded corners
Leaf Left: The tabs are shown with rounded bottom left and top right corners
Leaf Right: The tabs are shown with rounded top left and bottom right corners
Menu: The tabs are shown as a menu bar without any space.
Button: The tabs are shown as rounded buttons.

The screenshot below shows the tabs at the bottom with the Left Right style.
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The tab display mode control can be set to one of the following 3 values:
⎯ Flex: Where the tabs will display their full text titles but if there is insufficient room then the
tabs will wrap to a new line.
⎯ Fixed: Where the tabs will take up the entire width or height of the web part, depending on
whether they are orientated horizontally or vertically respectively. Each tab will be the same
size and evenly spaced and any overflow of the tab title will be hidden.
⎯ Full: Where the tabs will display their full text titles but will not wrap.
The following screenshot shows the rounded tabs at the top with a fixed display mode.

The selected tab colour picker and the unselected tab colour picker controls will allow you to select
the theme colour for the tab that is currently in focus and for the tabs which are not in focus,
respectively.
The tab mouse-over text box will allow you to set the tab colour when users move their mouse over
tabs. The default colour is grey but we recommend that you select a colour that contrasts well with
you site theme and the theme colours chosen for the selected and unselected tabs. Once again, any
text value that can be interpreted as a valid HTML colour can be specified.
The screenshot below shows the tabs with a button display mode using the Theme Darker and Theme
Light for the selected and unselected tabs, respectively. The mouse-over colour is set to value in
keeping with the site theme.
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Panels
When the group-by display mode is set to Panels, the tab configuration controls are disabled and
additional controls for panel configuration are shown.

By default, the expanded/collapsed state of the panels will follow the settings applied to the view. So,
if the group by setting of the view is set to collapsed then the web part panels will be shown collapsed
and if the view group-by setting is expanded then the web part will show the group as expanded also.
However, you can use the Groups to toggle collapsed state textbox to identify those groups which
should be shown in an opposite collapsed state to that defined in the view. For example, if the view
was defined with a collapsed group-by setting but you wanted the HR Notices group to always be
shown expanded then you can simply type in HR Notices in the textbox. The term must match the
text value of the group value, although it is not case sensitive.
You can set multiple values in the textbox, just separate them with a space, comma or in fact any other
delimiting character of your choice.
An example view was defined with an expanded group-by setting and the NR Notices, IT Messages
and Sales groups have been added to the textbox. The screenshot shows that only the Staff
Announcements group is therefore shown as expanded.
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When the Expand panels with new items checkbox is checked then the panel will automatically be
shown as expanded when the group contains new items, regardless of other settings.

Item Data
The Item Data section provides controls that govern what is shown for each news or event item
displayed in the web part.
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Item Data Settings
When the Show icon for new items checkbox is checked a green circle-dot icon will be shown in the
header for new items as highlighted below:

The new icon is shown for the first 48 hours after the item was created and not shown after that.
When the Show icon for pinned items checkbox is checked, a pin icon will be shown next to any items
that have a Pinned column with the value Yes. The screenshot below shows a pinned item.

When the Show items highlighted checkbox is checked any items with a value in the Highlight column
which can be interpreted as a colour will be used as a highlight colour for the item.
In the screenshot below shows an IT Message that has been highlighted in red and a Sales news item
that is highlighted orange.
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When the checkbox is unchecked then item highlighting is disabled.
When the Show item footer checkbox is checked then the item footer information will be shown,
otherwise no item footer will be displayed. The screenshot below shows a web part in compact display
mode, with tabs configured to display as a menu, where the footer information has been hidden.

User Information
When a footer is to be shown, the user information controls will be enabled.
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The User Display Mode picker control is used to govern how information about a user is displayed in
the web part and can be set to one of the following values:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Image Coin: The user’s profile image will be displayed in a circular container (a coin)
Image Tile: The user’s profile image will be displayed in a square tile
Initials Coin: The user’s initials will be displayed in a coin
Initials Tile: The user’s initials will be displayed in a tile
Name Only: No tile or coin will be shown but the user’s name will still be displayed
Hide: No user information at all will be shown in the footer

The screen shots below, shows user information in the various tile and coin modes.

Note that no tiles or coins are rendered when in compact view mode or when there column width is
limited.
The User Source Picker control is used to set the user source column and can be either:
⎯ Created By: The user who created the item.
⎯ Modified By: The user who last edited the item.
Date and Time
The date and time controls govern which date and time value is displayed and how it is formatted.
These controls are only available when accessing a news content source.

The Date Source picker control can take one of the following values:
⎯ Created: The date and time the item was created.
⎯ Modified: The date and time the item was last updated.
Generally, we recommend aligning the user source value with the date source value. So, if you are
setting the user source to Created By then the date source should be set to Created and similarly, if
the user source is Modified By then the Modified date source would be used.
However, there may be scenarios when you want differing values. For example, it could be that items
are created by one user but subject to quality review or approval by another user but you still want to
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show the initial author as the name in the web part but it may make more sense to show the date
when the item was last modified rather than when it was first drafted.
When the content source is an events list, the date and time values displayed will be the date and
times of the event item and so there is no need to select the date source column.
The Date Format picker allows you to control how date and time values are displayed in a web part
that displays news and can be set to one of the following values:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Short Date: (D MMM YY) e.g. 01 Dec 19
Full Date: (Do MMMM YYYY) e.g. 1st December 2019
Short Date Time: (D MMM YY, h:mm A) e.g. 01 Dec 19 09:15 AM
Full Date Time: (Do MMMM YYYY, h:mm A) e.g. 1st December 2019 09:15 AM
Friendly: As a calculated offset from the current date and time e.g. 5 days ago

Linking
The Linking section provides controls that govern how the web part links to items and other resources.
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Item Links
The Item Links picker controls how and where items are accessed when they are clicked by users in
the web part UI.

The picker can be set to only of the following values shown in the screenshot above and the resulting
behaviour is self-evident.
The screenshot below shows the default mode, which is to open up items in a web dialog box.

To close the dialog, users can click the close button in the top right corner or simply click off the dialog,
anywhere in the page behind.
More Items
The controls in the More Items group are used to govern if and how a link to an additional resource is
displayed.
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It is envisaged that the more items link will be set up to reference some page that provides a richer
view or more details of news or events. The idea is that your Intranet Homepage might show just the
most recent items but you can set up a linked page that might contain a different instance of the
Announce web part but configured with a different view – maybe showing past events or news items.
However, the more link can actually be used for any purpose you like.
The Show link to more items checkbox is used to control if the link is displayed or not.
The Set the more link text textbox is used to set the text label for the link. If you delimit the text with
a pipe character (‘|’) then the text before the pipe will be used as the link text and the text after the
pipe will be used as the tooltip for the link.
The Open more links picker is used to select whether the link opens up in the current page or a new
browser tab.

Web Part Help and Version Page
The web part pane has a 2nd page which provides some product release and version information and
links to some useful resources, including the Kaboodle Software homepage.
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The resources links are as follows:
⎯ Kaboodle Software:
⎯ Kaboodle Announce Product Page
⎯ Category Based Formatting Blog Post

Known Issues
This section highlights some known issues.

Browser Compatibility
Kaboodle Announce has been tested against the most recent version of the following web browsers:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Google Chrome version 74
Internet Explorer version 11
Microsoft Edge version 41
Opera version 60
Safari version 12

Support for Internet Explorer
The Kaboodle Announce web part leverages the PnP JS library and as such only supports version 11 of
Internet Explorer. Earlier versions of IE are not supported by the PnP JS library and are therefore not
supported by Kaboodle Announce.

Safari
Sadly, Safari does not play nicely with our dialog box ☹. When the web part detects that Safari is
being used it will not attempt to open the linked item in a dialog but will open it in a new browser
window instead.

Double Rendering
We have noticed that sometimes the web part gets rendered twice. This usually only happens when
switching in or out of page edit mode and seems to be related to specific web browsers. It doesn’t
seem to happen in Chrome but occurs intermittently with Edge. Simply refreshing the page will
resolve the issue.

